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Build the lime-kiln ten feet across, twenty feet from top to bottom, sloping the sides 
in to a width of three feet at the top. If you burn with only one door, make a pit 
inside large enough to hold the ashes, so that it will not be necessary to clear them 
out. Be careful in the construction of the kiln; see that the grate covers the entire 
bottom of the kiln. If you burn with two doors there will be no need of a pit; when 
it becomes necessary to take out the ashes, clear through one door while the fire is 
in the other. Be careful to keep the fire burning constantly, and do not let it die 
down at night or at any other time. Charge the kiln only with good stone, as white 
and uniform as possible. In building the kiln, let the throat run straight down. When 
you have dug deep enough, make a bed for the kiln so as to give to it the greatest 
possible depth and the least exposure to the wind. If you lack a spot for building a 
kiln of sufficient depth, run up the top with brick, or face the top on the outside 
with field stone set in mortar. When it is fired, if the flame comes out at any point 
but the circular top, stop the orifice with mortar. Keep the wind, and especially the 
south wind, from reaching the door. The calcining of the stones at the top will 
show that the whole has calcined; also, the calcined stones at the bottom will 
settle, and the flame will be less smoky when it comes out. 
 
If you are contracting for the building of a new steading from the ground up, the 
contractor should be responsible for the following:— All walls as specified, of 
quarry-stone set in mortar, pillars of solid masonry, all necessary beams, sills, 
uprights, lintels, door-framing, supports… 
The owner will furnish the timber and necessary material for this and deliver it on 
the ground, and also 1 saw and 1 plumb-line (but the contractor will fell, hew, 
square, and finish the timber), stone, lime, sand, water, straw, and earth for 
making mortar…. 
 
The owner shall build the foundation 1½ feet thick, and will furnish one modius of 
lime and two modii of sand for each linear foot… 
 
The following are proper terms of a contract for burning lime on shares: The burner 
prepares the kiln, burns the lime, takes it from the kiln, and cuts the wood for the 
kiln. The owner furnishes the necessary stone and wood for the kiln. 
 


